BUCKARTICULATOR

™

Y S T Y L E H A R N E S S T H AT A R T I C U L AT E S I N T H R E E P L A C E S

Y Style Harness/
Contour Web w/Leather
Comfort Pad Around Neck

Web Dorsal Attachment
U-Shaped to Eliminate
Irritation Around Neck

Buckle Adjusts
Upper Articulator

Buckle Adjusts
Back Articulator

D-Rings 5000lbs Rated (Acceptable
for Rescue & Connection to Rope Grab)

Connects Body Belt
to Harness
Quick Connect
Leg Strap Buckles

Meets the following requirements:
ASTM F887, ANSI Z359.11, CSA Z259.10-1

BuckArticulator™
69B9D8G7H00
The BuckArticulator™ is a Y Style
harness that articulates in three places,
making it ideal for anything that
requires the user to bend, reach, twist,
and climb at heights—perfect for fall
arrest, work positioning and rescue.
This harness can be used by itself
or the user can easily attach to a
lineman’s body belt. The harness floats
freely through the waist straps while

the body belt stays in position to allow
for lifting arms without restriction.

connect buckles to make donning
quick and easy.

The BuckArticulator™ has three
5000lb rated d-rings in the front of the
harness, two at the sternum (better
for rescue), one at the abdomen, and
a 5000lb rated nylon loop dorsal
attachment that can be used for fall
arrest or rescue. Leg straps are color
coded using 4000lb rated, quick

The BuckArticulator™ was developed
while working with Fortis in Alberta,
Canada. Buckingham listened to
concerns and worked together to
develop a harness ideal for anyone
who has to eliminate restriction found
in traditional harnesses.
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BUCKARTICULATOR™

Waist Belt on 20192M fastened
behind the harness to eliminate
restriction of user lifting arms.

Ideal Body Belt 20192M to be
Used with the BuckArticulator™

HOW TO ATTACH BELT:

1

Disconnect interlock buckle on back of harness.

2

Weave the web and buckle through the rectangle buckle.

3

Place body belt on user.

4

Pass buckle and web through body belt between outer
tool loop strap and above the floating d-ring strap.

5

Weave short strap w/female buckle between tool loop
strap on belt and above the floating d-ring strap and
reconnect female and male buckles together.
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